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Dr. Takashi Sato Physics KPU
Students: 60
Previous Textbook: $187
OpenStax Textbook: $0
Student savings: $11,200
1 class 1 institution 1 term
Knowledge is power.
Sharing is powerful.
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“I think we’re in a 
golden period where 
people want to talk to 
each other. If we can 
make sure that the 
funding and the energy 
goes to support open 
sharing, there is a lot of 
upside. You can’t really 
get that good at it in a 
vacuum…”
- MIT Media Lab 
Director Joi Ito
Sharing is powerful.
Community
Collaboration
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BC Open Textbook Project
40 free & Open Textbooks for highest 
enrolled 1st & 2nd year post-secondary 
subjects in BC
2014 – 20 for skills & training
First province in Canada
2014 – AB & SASK MOU
$1 million
2014 - $1 million
Visual notes of John Yap announcement, Giulia Forsythe Used under 
CC-SA license
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Why are we doing this project?
To increase access to higher education by reducing student costs 
To give faculty more control over their instructional resources 
To improve learning outcomes for students 
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https://www.aei.org/publication/the-new-era-of-the-400-college-textbook-which-is-part-of-the-
unsustainable-higher-education-bubble/
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Adapt
Create
Don’t wait for your students to 
graduate to make a 
contribution to society.
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The Project
Don’t reinvent it by Andrea Hernandez released under CC-BY-NC-SA and based on Wheel by Pauline Mak released 
under CC-BY license
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Peer Reviewed 
291/365 by thebarrowboy used under a CC-BY
Reviews > Adaptations
My Adventures Adapting a Chemistry Textbook291/365 by thebarrowboy used under a CC-BY
New Creations
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Collection Today
168 Open 
Textbooks
78 Peer 
Reviewed
82 Ancillary 
Resources
BC Open Textbook 
Impact
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Adoptions: 42
Students: 1320
Savings: $194,672
Adoptions: 103
Students: 3358
Savings: $472,377
Adoptions: 208
Students: 6661
Savings: $842,916
Adoptions: 316
Students: 9,161
Savings: $1.1 million
2011 20162013 2014 2015
The History of the BC Open Textbook Project
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Adoptions: 42
Students: 1320
Savings: $194,672
Adoptions: 103
Students: 3358
Savings: $472,377
Adoptions: 208
Students: 6661
Savings: $842,916
Adoptions: 316
Students: 9,161
Savings: $1.1 million
2011 20162013 2014 2015
Adoptions: 702
Students: 20,000 +
Savings: $2.5 million
The Result
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Success Factors
• Government Support
• Awareness
• Communication
• Hands on- high touch- you need help? We are 
here.
• Research- (need more Canadian data)
• Encouragement and incentive (time and 
money)
Success at 
InstitutionsStudent advocacy
Support from Administration
Champions
OER Working Groups
Promotion around campus
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Success at 
InstitutionsStudent advocacy
Support from Administration
Champions
OER Working Groups
People make things possible. 
Institutions make them last.
- Mike Caulfield
OER Implementation Plan
• Awareness raising
• Engaging Faculty Members and Student 
Government Leaders
• Communication Campaigns
• Senior Administrators
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Working Group
• Deliverables
• Workshops/Presentations/Lunch n’ 
Learns
• Department Meetings
• Open Access Week
• Open Education Week
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Communication Campaigns
Reuse- From this is MY content
Revise- This is a starting point for 
improvement
Remix- This is the best collection of 
materials for each concept or outcome
Redistribution- This exists in a community 
of collaborators
Retain- you have the right to download it, 
duplicate it
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Senior Administration
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You need to work the grass roots, form those informal
connections that get work done, and work across
institutional boundaries. 
- Mike Caulfield
Remember the WHY
Remember the POSSIBILITY
Remember the IMPACT
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Thank you
Amanda Coolidge
acoolidge@bccampus.ca
@acoolidge
